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Why Establish a Compliance Program?
Yesterday

- Demonstrate a commitment to honest and responsible conduct.

- Increase the likelihood of preventing, identifying and correcting unlawful and unethical behavior at an early stage.

- Encourage employees to report potential problems to allow for appropriate internal inquiry and corrective action.

- Minimize any financial loss to government and taxpayers through early detection and reporting, as well as any corresponding financial loss to the provider.
Today

• The Affordable Care Act requires all health care providers to implement formal health care compliance programs as a condition of enrollment in Medicare, Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP).

• This compliance program must contain certain core principles established by the Federal Government.

• OIG recommends seven elements from the 2010 U.S. Federal Sentencing Guidelines Manual as the basis for these core elements.
Elements from U.S. Federal Sentencing Guidelines

- Implementing clear standards and procedures to prevent and detect violations
- Securing appropriate oversight by designated Compliance Officer
- Employing due diligence in hiring and assigning personnel
- Communicating compliance standards and procedures and providing training to employees at all levels
- Incorporating procedures for monitoring and auditing, including periodic evaluation of program effectiveness
- Maintaining consistent disciplinary mechanisms
- Designing a process to investigate and remediate after detecting a violation
Recent Additions

VALUE-BASED PURCHASING (VBP) PROGRAM

- Hospitals: Beginning October 2012, hospitals face a 1% reduction overall in Medicare payments under the Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS), designed to calculate performance bonuses. By 2015, hospitals showing poor performance may also face additional reductions.

- Physicians: Beginning in 2015, the value-based payment modifier applicable to Medicare Fee for Service applies to all groups of 25 or more eligible professionals (including physicians, practitioners and therapists), followed by a complete phase-in by 2017.
Tomorrow

CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID INNOVATION

• Section 3021 of the Affordable Care Act defines its purpose: Testing “innovation payment and service delivery models to reduce program expenditures . . . while preserving or enhancing the quality of care” for those individuals who receive Medicare, Medicaid or CHIP benefits.

• $10 billion in funding between 2011 and 2019, with an additional $10 billion in each subsequent 10-year fiscal period (starting in 2020).
Integrity Meets Performance
Fraud and Abuse Laws after Medicare

- The Social Security Amendments
- Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments
- Omnibus Reconciliation Act
- Civil Monetary Penalties Law
- Medicare and Medicaid Patient and Program Protection Act
- Ethics in Patient Referral Act
- Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
- The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
- The Balanced Budget Act
- The Deficit Reduction Act
- The Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act
- The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
Core Elements of a Compliance Program

- Compliance Officer
- Compliance Committee
- Code of Conduct
- Written Policies and Procedures
- Training and Education
- Communicating Compliance Issues

The OIG recognizes that physician practices differ between hospitals, and financial limitations may impede the scope of certain physician compliance programs.
Benefits of an Active Compliance Program

By taking a proactive approach to identifying early warnings for billing anomalies or excluded employees/vendors, providers:

- Increase the likelihood of preventing, identifying, and correcting unlawful and unethical behavior at an early stage.
- Encourage employees to report potential problems to allow for appropriate internal inquiry and corrective action.
- Minimize any financial loss to government and taxpayers through early detection and reporting, as well as any corresponding financial loss to the provider.
- Enjoy increased bonuses under the VBP programs.
Hospital VBP Program

• The DRG system will begin to give way to value-based purchasing.

• CMS will start paying hospitals Medicare “bonuses” based upon overall performance, adherence to quality measures and patient satisfaction.

• This epic change is designed to transform a system that has historically been based on cost into one that focuses primarily on quality and performance.

• Funding for value-based purchasing comes from base operating DRG reductions (1% in 2013, 1.25% in 2014, 1.5% in 2015, 1.75% in 2016, and 2% thereafter).

• Hospitals with poor performance ratings may be excluded from bonus opportunities.
Hospital VBP Program (continued)

The VBP Program is based on a hospital’s total performance score (TPS), which includes, in part, 12 Clinical Process of Care measures (70% of the TPS) in the following categories:

- Acute Myocardial Infarction
- Heart Failure
- Pneumonia
- Surgical Care Improvement Project
Hospital VBP Program (continued)

The TPS also includes 8 Patient Experience of Care dimensions (30% of TPS) from the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey:

- Communication with doctors
- Communication with nurses
- Responsiveness of hospital staff
- Pain management
- Communication about medication
- Cleanliness and quietness
- Discharge information
- Overall rating
Form Over Substance

Follow HCAHPS Quality Assurance Guidelines v.7.0

- Hospitals must continuously collect and submit HCAHPS data in accordance with the current HCAHPS Quality Assurance Guidelines and the quarterly data submission deadlines.
- To participate in the collection of HCAHPS data, a hospital must either (1) contract with an approved HCAHPS survey vendor or (2) self-administer the survey, provided the hospital attends HCAHPS training and meets Minimum Survey Requirements.
- Four approved methods of administering the CAHPS Hospital Survey: (1) mail; (2) telephone; (3) mixed (mail followed by telephone); and (4) active interactive voice response.
Physician Value Modifier Scoring

For groups with 25 or more physicians, CMS recommends that the following outcome measures be used in the calculation:

- 30-day post discharge visits
- All cause readmissions
- Composite of acute prevention quality indicators (pneumonia, UTI, dehydration)
- Composite of chronic prevention quality indicators (COPD, heart failure, diabetes)
Physician Value Modifier Amount

Combine each quality measure into a quality composite and each cost measure into a cost composite using the following domains:
Bridging the Gap Part 1: Financial Alerts
Alerts Dashboard

Augment financial reports with custom “alerts” designed to identify anomalies in accounts receivable and payable each month. The dashboard tracks select accounts, calculates an average value based on actual census, and generates automatic notifications each time any tracked item falls outside the appropriate range.
Alerts Dashboard

A central dashboard monitors all alerts from one location. Hospital or physician management can isolate billing codes from where the alerts are generated, identify the reason for the anomaly and address existing concerns.
Charge Description Master

Track hospital CDMs against regional averages as well as historical averages to confirm charges fall within accepted levels.

http://www.oshpd.ca.gov/chargemaster/
http://www.hospitalcompare.hhs.gov/

Alerts occur when charges fall outside the expected range.
Bridging the Gap Part 2:
Tracing an Excluded Individual
## Tracing Hospital Employees/Vendors

Track all officers, employees and vendors against the OIG’s List of Excluded Individuals and Entities (LEIE) [http://oig.hhs.gov/exclusions/index.asp](http://oig.hhs.gov/exclusions/index.asp)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frank Thomas</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim White</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Davis</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Thompson</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Greco</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Moss</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tracing Hospital Employees/Vendors (continued)

Upon identification of an excluded entity, a report will calculate all charges attributed thereto. It may also identify areas for further investigation to determine the scope of any financial impact.

If appropriate, provider can self disclose any overpayment.
Tracing Hospital Employees/Vendors (continued)

- Calculate financial impact of clinical services or products attributed to an excluded employee or vendor through a direct model.

- Calculate financial impact of clinical services or products attributed only in part to an excluded employee or vendor through a pro-rated model.

- Hybrid model appropriate based upon available billing and data records.
Bridging the Gap Part 3:
Performance Meets Innovation
CMS Innovation Meets Value-Based Purchasing

• The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation will “test innovative payment and service delivery models to reduce program expenditures . . . while preserving or enhancing the quality of care furnished to individuals.”

• Innovation promotes patient-centered medical home models, innovative care delivery models, care coordination for chronically-ill patients and establishing community-based health teams, among other things.

• $10 billion allocated between 2011 and 2019, and another $10 billion between 2020 and 2030.

• Are these future clinical process of care measures?
Hospital Readmission Reduction Program

**Numerator: Adjusted Actual Readmissions**

**Step 1:**

Calculate each patient’s predicted probability of readmission = \( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\gamma}} \)

\( Z_{\gamma} = \text{hospital-specific effect} + X\beta \)

*intercept + risk-adjustment coefficients*

**Step 2:**

To get the numerator result, add all patients’ predicted probabilities of readmission

---

**Denominator: Expected Readmissions**

**Step 1:**

Calculate each patient’s expected probability of readmission = \( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\gamma}} \)

\( Z_{\gamma} = X\beta \)

*intercept + risk-adjustment coefficients*

**Step 2:**

To get the denominator result, add all patients’ expected probabilities of readmission
Medicaid Expansion
Medicaid Expansion

• Regulations proposed in March 2012

• Implemented provisions of the Affordable Care Act related to Medicaid eligibility, enrollment and coordination with the Exchanges, CHIP, and other programs

• Simplified the eligibility rules in Medicaid and CHIP

• Set the minimum Medicaid income eligibility level of 133 percent of the Federal Poverty Level for most non-disabled adults under age 65
Medicaid Expansion (continued)

• Regulations Proposed in January 2013

• Reflects new statutory eligibility provisions

• Proposes changes to provide states more flexibility to coordinate Medicaid and CHIP eligibility, appeals and other administrative procedures

• Modernizes and streamlines existing rules
Medicaid Expansion and the Supreme Court


*Congress never dreamed that any State would refuse to go along with the expansion of Medicaid.*  Congress well understood that refusal was not a practical option.  (Id. at 2665  (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas and Alito, JJ, dissenting).
Additional Considerations
HITECH and Data Breaches

Under HITECH, any covered entity that maintains “unsecured” protected health information (PHI) and discovers a breach of such information must notify each individual whose PHI “has been, or is reasonably believed by the covered entity to have been, accessed, acquired or disclosed as a result of such breach.”

HITECH made most of the HIPAA Security Rule requirements directly applicable to business associates and included direct regulation by the Office of Civil Rights as well as enhanced penalties for HIPAA violations.

New regulations issued in January.
HITECH Security Breach Penalties

• No prior knowledge that violation occurred -- $100 to $50,000.

• HIPAA violation due to reasonable cause or willfully negligent actions -- $1,000 to $50,000.

• Cumulative penalties for all violations “of identical requirements or prohibitions during a calendar year” – up to $1,500,000. $3,000,000 +.

• “Intent to sell, transfer, or use individually identifiable health information for commercial advantage, personal gain, or malicious harm” – penalty not to exceed $250,000, imprisonment up to 10 years, or both.
Self Disclosure and Overpayments

**OIG:** Hospitals who wish to voluntarily disclose self-discovered evidence of potential fraud to the OIG may do so under the Provider Self-Disclosure Protocol (SDP).

**CMS:** The Medicare voluntary self-referral disclosure protocol includes a process to enable providers of services and suppliers to self-disclose actual or potential violations of the physician self-referral statute.

**FISCAL INTERMEDIARY:** Should a hospital identify an overpayment, sending a check to Medicare for the appropriate amount may prevent offsets or delays of future claim payments.
Fair Market Value

“Fair market value” refers to the value in “arm’s-length” transactions, consistent with the general market value.

Areas of Concern:

• Physician employment
• Physician practice acquisition
• Joint venture arrangements
• Call coverage and other personal service agreements
• Management services agreements
• Co-management arrangements
Enrollment Improvements and Screening

- Enrollment is processed faster (two-thirds reduction in time)
- Enrollment is user-friendly (available online)
- Enrollment is more reliable (consisting of one system for all enrollees and including up to date information)
- Fraudulent providers and suppliers are subjected to extensive, risk-based screening through the new Automated Provider Screening (APS) system (implemented December 31, 2011)
- Medical identities checked against Compromised Numbers database
- Addresses checked against valid location databases
- Revocations, exclusions and felony convictions all checked by new system
About the OIG

OIG website [http://oig.hhs.gov/](http://oig.hhs.gov/)

The Data Bank (National Practitioner Data Bank and Healthcare Integrity and Protection Data Bank) [http://www.npdb-hipdb.hrsa.gov](http://www.npdb-hipdb.hrsa.gov)

HEAT (Stop Medicare Fraud) [http://www.stopmedicarefraud.gov/](http://www.stopmedicarefraud.gov/)

HHS website [http://www.hhs.gov/](http://www.hhs.gov/)
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